
700XMALPIN 
 XM Direct Satellite Radio Pkg for Alpine 

 
 

700XMALPIN is a Package Item Number containing the following items: 
 
209XMD1000 - XM Satellite XMD1000 Universal XM Satellite Radio 
 
209XMDALP1 - XM Satellite XMDALP100 XMDirect Alpine Smart 
Digital Adapter 
 

























XMDALP100 Tech Bulletin 
 
The current XMDALP100 that is on shelves at retail has an application guide on the front of the 
package with 2003 and 2004 Alpine head unit models.  These units are NOT compatible with the 
Alpine 2005 head unit models listed below:   
CDA-9847 CDA-9851 CDA-9853 CDA-9855 CVA-1014 DVA-9860 IVA-D310  
 
The packaging for this SKU works with 2003 and 2004 models and looks like this:  

 
 
There are 10K units of the XMDALP100 with a small update in the software which now makes it 
compatible with the following 2005 Alpine head units: 
CDA-9847 CDA-9851CDA-9853  CDA-9855 CVA-1014 DVA-9860 IVA-D310  
 
There will not be a change in the part number or the UPC code, they will stay the same on the 
XMDALP100.  There will be a black and orange label on the front of the package that states this 
unit is now compatible with the above 2005 Alpine head units.  This sku will work with 2003, 2004 
and 2005 models and looks like the following. 

 
 
 
In summary, The XMDALP100 will only work with the 2005 Alpine models if the 
XMDALP100 has the 2005 label on the front of the package.  It the XMDALP100 
does not have the 2005 label then it will not work with the 2005 models. All 
XMDALP100 orders will ship with the 2005 label going forward. 
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